Abstract-We study fairness in allocating bandwidth for loss-tolerant real-time multicast applications. We assume that the traffic is encoded in several layers so that the network can adapt to the available bandwidth and receiver processing capabilities by varying the number of layers delivered. We consider the case where receivers cannot subscribe to fractional layers. Therefore, the network can allocate only a discrete set of bandwidth to a receiver, whereas a continuous set of rates can be allocated when receivers can subscribe to fractional layers. Fairness issues differ vastly in these two different cases. Computation of lexicographic optimal rate allocation becomes NP-hard in this case, while lexicographic optimal rate allocation is polynomial complexity computable when fractional layers can be allocated. Furthermore, maxmin fair rate vector may not exist in this case. We introduce a new notion of fairness, maximal fairness. Even though maximal fairness is a weaker notion of fairness, it has many intuitively appealing fairness properties. For example, it coincides with lexicographic optimality and maxmin fairness, when maxmin fair rate allocation exists. We propose a polynomial complexity algorithm for computation of maximally fair rates allocated to various source-destination pairs, which incidentally computes the maxmin fair rate allocation, when the latter exists.
INTRODUCTION
M ULTICASTING provides an efficient way of transmitting data from a sender to a group of receivers. Many realtime applications like teleconferencing, audio, and video broadcasting require communication within a group and, hence, multicast is the inherent mode of delivery in these applications. Congestion control is critically important for real-time applications because many of these applications consume significant bandwidth and tax the network resources severely. The users need to adapt to the available bandwidth of the network, which fluctuates with time. Therefore, real-time sources use a hierarchical or a layered coding scheme. In this approach, a signal is encoded into a number of layers that can be incrementally combined to provide progressive refinement. The receivers adapt to congestion by adding and dropping layers. As each layer is added, there is an improvement in the quality of the received signal and additional bandwidth is needed to transport the combined stream. When a layer is dropped, the associated reduction in bandwidth causes a graceful degradation in the quality of reception. Every receiver would like to receive as many layers as possible. Networks, however, have limited resources and delivering a large number of layers would cause acute congestion. Fairness of resource allocation becomes important in this situation.
Multicasting poses some specific fairness challenges. The fairness objective is that every receiver receives service at a rate commensurate with its capabilities and the capacity of the path leading to it from the source. In the absence of additional provisions, a single rate of transmission per session may either overwhelm the slow receivers or starve the fast ones. Multirate transmission should be used to counter network heterogeneity. Multirate transmission allows different receivers of the same session to subscribe to different number of layers. The source transmits at a rate matching the fastest of its receivers. At every link, the transmission rate of a session is equal to that of the fastest session receiver downstream of the link.
The bandwidth of each layer is often predetermined and cannot be changed according to the needs of the network. A receiver either fully receives a layer or does not receive the layer at all. It cannot partially subscribe to a layer, unlike the scenario in [15] . While a continuous set of rates can be allocated when receivers subscribe to fractional layers [15] , the network can only allocate a discrete set of rates to the receivers when receivers cannot subscribe to fractional layers. We study fair allocation of service rates under this additional constraint. As it turns out, fairness in a discrete set is vastly different from that in a continuous set.
Maxmin fairness [2] is a well-accepted notion of fairness. A rate allocation is maxmin fair if no receiver can be allocated a higher rate without reducing the rate of another receiver having equal or lower rate. We demonstrate later in this paper that a maxmin fair rate allocation may not exist in a discrete set. But, a maxmin fair rate allocation always exists in a continuous set [15] . Lexicographic optimality is another notion of fairness. A lexicographically optimal rate vector is one that maximizes its minimum component in a feasible set, subject to this maximization, it maximizes the second minimum, etc. 1 Lexicographically optimal rate allocation exists in a discrete set, but, as we prove later, its computation is an NP-hard problem. Lexicographically optimal rate allocation is, however, identical to the maxmin fair rate allocation and is thus computable in polynomial complexity in a continuous set [12] , [15] . We can instead compute a maximally fair rate allocation in a discrete set. A rate allocation is maximally fair if no other rate allocation is "fairer." (We describe the concept of relative fairness between two rate allocations in Definition 2.) That is, if a rate allocation is maximally fair, then, to increase the rate of a receiver s, we must lower that of another receiver j to a value less than the new rate of s and, thus, must be "unfair" or "less fair" to receiver j. Maximal fairness is a weaker notion of fairness as compared to maxmin fairness and lexicographic optimality. But, maximal fairness has various desirable fairness properties, e.g., it coincides with maxmin fairness and lexicographic optimality when maxmin fair rate allocation exists. We discuss other desirable fairness properties of maximally fair allocations later. In a nutshell, maximal fairness is probably the best we can achieve in the discrete case in view of the nonexistence of maxmin fair rate allocation and the computational complexity of lexicographically optimal rate allocation. We will present a polynomial complexity algorithm for computing maximally fair rate allocation in this paper. This algorithm yields a maxmin fair rate vector, if it exists. Our algorithm for computation of maximally fair allocation does not assume any property specific to the Internet or ATM. So, it is applicable in a very general scenario. Keeping in mind ATM networks, we have incorporated minimum rate requirements and maximum rate constraints in our model.
Legout et al. [7] have proposed several bandwidth allocation policies for multicast sessions. The authors assume continuous feasible sets and specify how to distribute the bandwidth in a single link. Now, definition with respect to a single link leads to inefficient utilization of overall bandwidth in the network case. We consider notions of fairness for networks. We review related work for discrete bandwidth layer allocation briefly. Several congestion control protocols have been proposed for multilayer multicast, e.g., RLM (Receiver-driven Layered Multicast) [10] , LVMR (Layered Video Multicast with Retransmissions) [8] , [9] , RLC (Receiver-driven Layered Congestion control) [16] , PLM (Packet-pair receiver-driven cumulative Layered Multicast) [6] . These protocols dynamically adapt the number of layers allocated to receivers based on the congestion in the network. The performances of these protocols have been evaluated through simulation. Our research establishes a theoretical framework for congestion control in multirate multicast networks and is, thus, complementary to the existing approaches. We assume that a receiver cannot decode a higher layer if it has not received all the lower layers ("cumulative layering"). This assumption has also been made in several other references [6] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [16] . Byers et al. [3] proposed a scheme for choosing the layers so as to track any desired bandwidth allocation closely when the cumulative layering constraint is relaxed. The disadvantage of a noncumulative layering scheme is that it leads to inefficient utilization of link bandwidth. Rubenstein et al. also point out that a maxmin fair rate allocation may not exist for discrete bandwidth layers and suggest a remedial policy of coordinated random add and drop of the highest layer for various receivers [12] . This attains long-term rates close to the maxmin fair allocation. This oscillation is, however, likely to produce perceptually annoying distortion. The resulting perceptual quality may even be worse than not subscribing to the highest layer at all. Besides, this random add and drop of the highest layer generally leads to underutilization of link capacity. We propose the use of maximally fair rate allocation as an alternative. This paper is organized as follows: We describe the network model in Section 2. We develop notions of fairness in the discrete case in Section 3. We present fairness properties that apply to any discrete feasible set in Section 3. We present fairness properties specific to the layer allocation problem in Section 4.1. We present an algorithm for computation of the maximally fair rates in Section 4.2. We identify some directions for future research in the concluding section, Section 5. Unless otherwise stated, the proofs can be found in the Appendix (which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://computer.org/ tc/archives.htm).
NETWORK MODEL
Consider a network with an arbitrary topology and N multicast sessions. A multicast session is identified by the pair ðv; UÞ, where v is the source of the session and U is the group of destinations. The traffic from node v is transported across a predefined multicast tree to nodes in U. The tree can be established either during the connection establishment phase for connection oriented networks or can be established using well-known multicast routing protocols, like DVMRP [4] , CBT [1] , [11] , etc., for connectionless networks like the internet. The symbols introduced in this section have been summarized in Table 1 .
Every source destination pair of a session is called a virtual session. For example, if a session n has source v and destination set U, where U ¼ fu 1 ; . . . ; u t g, then n has t virtual sessions, ðv; u 1 Þ; . . . ; ðv; u t Þ. Refer to Fig. 1 for an example of sessions and virtual sessions. To ensure fairness in a multirate network, we need to consider fair layer allocation for the virtual sessions separately, instead of considering only the layer allocations for the overall session. Every virtual session (source-destination pair) has a minimum and a maximum layer requirement. 2 We assume that every layer consumes the same amount of bandwidth, b units, independent of the session. This assumption simplifies the mathematical framework without altering the nature of the results.
A layer allocation for the virtual sessions is said to be feasible if the number of layers for every virtual session is between the minimum and the maximum possible number of layers for the virtual session. Besides, if session n corresponds to virtual sessions m 1 ; . . . ; m t in link l, then the bandwidth consumed by session n in link l is the maximum of the bandwidth allocated to the virtual sessions m 1 ; . . . ; m t . The total bandwidth consumed by all sessions traversing through link l cannot exceed the capacity of link l. We next define this formally. Let p j denote the maximum number of layers of virtual session j. Henceforth, we shall ignore the maximum layer constraints. This does not cause any loss in generality because the maximum layer constraints can be incorporated by adding artificial links between the receivers with the maximum layer constraints and the rest of the network. The capacity of such an artificial link is equal to the bandwidth consumed by the maximum number of layers of the respective receiver. As an example, consider the network shown in Fig. 1 . Receiver u 1 can subscribe to 10 layers at most. If there were an additonal link l of bandwidth 5 units between e 4 and receiver u 1 ; , then receiver u 1 cannot receive more than 10 layers because of the constraint in link l. Thus, the augmentation of the network has the same effect as considering maximum bandwidth constraints separately. The size of the augmented network is comparable to that of the given network. So, the complexity of any algorithm for computation of fair layer allocation in a network should remain the same, even if we use the augmented network.
Definition 1 (Feasability Condition
Finally, we would like to mention that end-users are concerned with the quality of reception. It is difficult to characterize the quality of reception as a mathematical function of the bandwidth, but the quality of reception improves with an increase in the bandwidth allocated to an end-user. We would focus on the allocation of bandwidth to the users. This involves: 1) deciding the number of layers to be allocated to each receiver and 2) delivering the desired number of layers. We consider the first part in this paper. We describe several notions of fairness in the next section and discuss how to compute the layer allocations as per these notions. The source can transmit each layer on a separate multicast group. Once the fair layer allocation is computed, the receivers subscribe to the appropriate multicast groups. To the best of our knowledge, fairness in a discrete feasible set has not been studied before. First, we describe various existing notions of fairness and show that they are inadequate for a discrete feasible set. We subsequently motivate a new notion and present several appealing properties of this new notion in discrete feasible sets. All definitions and properties mentioned in this section hold for any arbitrary discrete feasible set in R K , for any positive integer K, and are not specific to the feasible set of layer or rate allocation vectors. For simplicity, however, we mention layer allocation vectors explicitly and present examples for layer allocation vectors only.
We use the concept of relative fairness introduced in [13] to define maxmin fairness. A layer allocation vectorÃ A is fairer than another layer allocation vectorB B, if, for every virtual session i that has a higher number of layers underB B than underÃ A, there is some other virtual session j whose number of layers was already no more than that of i under A A and has been decreased further byB B. A more formal definition of relative fairness follows.
Definition 2 (Relative Fairness). A layer allocation vectorÃ A is
fairer than another layer allocation vectorB B if
.Ã A 6 ¼B B and . the existence of an i such that A i < B i implies that there exists a j such that A j A i and B j < A j . In Fig. 1 , layer allocation ð8; 5; 5Þ is fairer than ð8; 6; 4Þ.
We first present Proposition 1, which we will use later in this section.
VectorÃ Proposition 1 has been proven in [13] . Proposition 1 gives a necessary and sufficient condition forÃ A to be fairer thanB B.
Ignore any component i such that A i ¼ B i . Consider the components that have the minimum value among the rest of the components inÃ A (note that there can be several such components). Then, the necessary and sufficient condition is that A s > B s for one such minimum component s. For example, compareÃ A ¼ ð8; 5; 5Þ andB B ¼ ð8; 6; 4Þ in Fig. 1 . We ignore component 1. Components 2 and 3 both have minimum value, 5, among the rest and component 3 satisfies the condition.
Definition 3a (Maxmin fairness). A feasible layer allocation
vectorÃ A is maxmin fair if it is fairer than all other feasible layer allocation vectors.
Definitions 2 and 3a can be combined to obtain the following equivalent definition of a maxmin fair layer allocation vector, which happens to be the classical definition of maxmin fairness [2] :
Definition 3b (Maxmin fairness). A feasible layer allocation vectorÃ A is maxmin fair if it satisfies the following property with respect to any other feasible layer allocation vectorB B: If there exists i such that B i > A i , then there exists j such that A j A i and B j < A j .
In the network of Fig. 1 , the maxmin fair layer allocation vector is ð8; 5; 5Þ. It is easy to check that this layer allocation vector is feasible. Now, we explain why this layer allocation vector is maxmin fair. It is not possible to increase 1 above 8 because of the capacity constraint of link e 2 . Any increase in 2 ( 3 ) will cause a decrease in 3 ( 2 ) because of the capacity constraint of link e 3 , and leads to ð8; 5 þ x; 5 À yÞ (ð8; 5 À x; 5 þ yÞ), where x > 0; y > 0. Clearly, ð8; 5; 5Þ is fairer than ð8; 5 þ x; 5 À yÞ or ð8; 5 À x; 5 þ yÞ; if x > 0; y > 0.
Definition 4 (Lexicographic Comparison). Given an
M-dimensional vectorṼ V , we define its lexicographically ordered versionV V as follows: 8j 2 f1; . . . ; Mg, 9 k such that
In other words, components of V V are an ordered version of those ofṼ V . A layer allocation vectorÃ A is lexicographically greater than a layer allocation vectorB B if there exists i such thatÂ A i >B B i andÂ A j ¼B B j if j < i. VectorsÃ A andB B are lexicographically equal ifÂ A ¼B B, i.e., ifÂ A i ¼B B i , 8i 2 f1; . . . ; Mg. VectorÃ A is lexicographically less thanB B ifB B is lexicographically greater thanÃ A.
Definition 5 (Lexicographic Optimality). A feasible layer
allocation is lexicographically optimal if it is lexicographically greater than or equal to every feasible layer allocation.
In the network of Fig. 2 , a lexicographically optimal layer allocation vector is ð1; 0; 3; 3Þ. Clearly, this allocation is feasible. The lexicographically ordered version of this vector is ð0; 1; 3; 3Þ: The minimum component of every feasible layer allocation vector must be 0 since two sessions traverse link e 1 , which has bandwidth 1. The second minimum component must be 1 or less for the same reason. Since two sessions traverse link e 3 , which has bandwidth 6, the third minimum must be 3 or less. If the third minimum is at the largest possible value, which is 3, the fourth minimum is also 3 or less. In this simple example, the lexicographically optimal allocation can be computed using Fig. 1 . This figure illustrates the concept of sessions and virtual sessions and shows some sample feasibility constraints, nðe i Þ and mði; e j Þs. Session 1 includes virtual sessions, 1; 2: Session 2 includes virtual session 3. The numbers in brackets, ðÞ, denote the capacities of the respective links. Every layer consumes 0:5 units of bandwidth. The capacity constraint for link e 1 is 0:5 À 1e1 þ À 2e1 ð Þ 7 and that for link e 3 is 0:
Equivalently, the capacity constraint for link e 1 is 1e1 þ 2e1 7 and that for link e 3 is 1e3 þ 2e3 5.
The minimum and maximum layer constraints are 8 1 10, 2 2 1, and 0 3 10: Equivalently, 4 r 1 5, 1 r 2 1, and 0 r 3 5.
the argument described above. The computation is NP-hard in general, as we discuss later.
We discuss why maxmin fairness and lexicographic optimality are good notions of fairness in general. A simple fairness objective can be to allocate equal bandwidth to all end-users. This, however, leads to underutilization of bandwidth in the links. If equal distribution is not an issue, then the spare bandwidth can be used to increase the bandwidth allocated to a user without decreasing that of any other user. Consider the network shown in Fig. 2 for an example. Assume that every layer consumes 0:5 units of bandwidth. An equal distribution leads to the layer allocation ð1; 1; 1; 1Þ; while ð1; 1; 5; 7Þ is a feasible layer allocation as well. This motivates the notion of maxmin fairness. Note that a feasible layer allocation vector is maxmin fair if it is not possible to maintain feasibility and increase the number of layers of a virtual session without decreasing the number of layers of any other virtual session that has equal or fewer number of layers. Layer allocation ð1; 1; 5; 7Þ, rather than ð1; 1; 1; 1Þ is maxmin fair in the previous example. 1) If the paths for two end-users are identical, maxmin fairness mandates that the users be allocated equal number of layers. 2) A maxmin fair vector is pareto optimal by definition (i.e., a component can be increased and feasibility be maintained only by decreasing some other component). It is not always possible to satisfy both 1) and 2) in discrete feasible sets. For example, consider a network with one link with capacity 1 unit and two users traversing the link. Let every layer consume 1 unit of bandwidth. The only feasible allocation that gives an equal number of layers to both these end-users is ð0; 0Þ, which is not pareto-optimal. Lexicographic optimality maintains 2) and attains 1) within a discrete approximation. The discrete approximation is in the following sense: A layer allocation is lexicographically optimal if its smallest component is the largest among the smallest components of all feasible layer allocations, subject to it having the largest second smallest component, and so on. In the single-link example, the allocations ð0; 1Þ and ð1; 0Þ are both lexicographically optimal. Lemma 1. IfÃ A is fairer thanB B, thenÃ A is lexicographically greater thanB B. The converse is not true.
We prove the first part in the Appendix (which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http:// computer.org/tc/archives.htm). A counterexample shows that the converse is not true. In Fig. 2 , applying the definitions of relative fairness and lexicographical ordering, neither of the layer allocations ð1; 0; 3; 3Þ and ð0; 1; 2; 4Þ is fairer than the other, but the first is lexicographically greater than the second. We distinguish between the notions of maxmin fairness and lexicographic optimality. Maxmin fairness is optimal with respect to relative fairness, while lexicographic optimality optimizes with respect to lexicographic comparison. Lemma 1 shows that relative fairness is stronger than lexicographic comparison. Thus, maxmin fairness is stronger than lexicographic optimality. This is further enforced by the following observations: In general, if we consider finite dimensional vectors, with the feasible set closed and bounded, a lexicographically optimal vector always exists, but a maxmin fair vector may not exist. But, as Lemma 2 proves, if a maxmin fair vector exists, it is lexicographically optimal.
Lemma 2. If a vectorÃ A is maxmin fair in a feasible set, then it is lexicographically optimal in the same feasible set.
The notions of maxmin fairness and lexicographic optimality are inadequate for a discrete feasible set. This is because a maxmin fair layer allocation may not exist in general. Refer to Fig. 2 for more insight. There are only a finite number of feasible layer allocations. For any of these, it is possible to maintain feasibility and increase the number of layers of one session without decreasing the number of layers of another session that has an equal or lower number of layers. For example, consider the allocation ð1; 0; 3; 3Þ. It is possible to increase the number of layers of session 2, by reducing that of session 1. Session 1, however, has a higher number of layers than session 2 in this allocation. Thus, there is no maxmin fair layer allocation. Lexicographically optimal allocation exists, e.g., ð1; 0; 3; 3Þ is the lexicographically optimal allocation in Fig. 2 , but its computation is an NP-hard problem in many feasible sets. We will prove this result in the Appendix (which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://computer.org/ tc/archives.htm) for the layer allocation problem. Incidentally, if the feasible set were continuous, the maxmin fair rate allocation vector would always exist and would, hence, be lexicographically optimal (Lemma 2). The definitions of maxmin fairness and lexicographic optimality can be used interchangeably in this case. In the discrete case, however, we need to distinguish between the two, but neither is adequate for reasons discussed before. We introduce a different notion of fairness, maximal fairness.
Definition 6 (Maximal Fairness). A feasible layer allocationÃ A
is maximally fair if no other feasible layer allocation is fairer thanÃ A.
In Fig. 2 , the layer allocation vectors ð1; 0; 3; 3Þ, ð0; 1; 2; 4Þ are maximally fair. If any of the components is increased in either vector, then another component must be decreased to a value less than the new value of the component that has been increased. This precludes the existence of a layer allocation that is fairer than either of these and, thus, these layer allocations are maximally fair. We present an algorithm for computing maximally fair allocations in arbitrary networks in Section 4.2. Lemma 4. If a layer allocation vector is lexicographically optimal, then it is maximally fair. The converse is not true.
We prove the forward part in the Appendix (which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http:// computer.org/tc/archives.htm). We show the converse using a counter example. In Fig. 2 , both ð1; 0; 3; 3Þ and ð0; 1; 2; 4Þ are maximally fair. The second layer allocation is, howeve,r not lexicographically optimal as it is lexicographically less than the first. We now distinguish maximal fairness from maxmin fairness and lexicographic optimality. Lemmas 2 and 3 show that the three notions are one and the same if maxmin fair layer allocation exists. A maxmin fair layer allocation may not exist in a discrete feasible set because, owing to the discreteness constraint, bandwidth cannot be distributed equally among sessions traversing paths of the same capacity and congestion level. This precludes the existence of any single layer allocation that is fairer than the others. In this case, lexicographic optimality distributes the bandwidth so as to maximize the minimum component, and subject to this maximization maximizes the second minimum component, etc. Maximal fairness distributes the bandwidth to ensure a weaker condition: If bandwidth of any component i is increased, then the bandwidth of some other component must be decreased to a value less than that of the new value of component i. Unlike a maxmin fair allocation, a lexicographically optimal allocationÃ A need not be fairer than all other allocations, but, at the same time, none of the other allocations is fairer thanÃ A. The same observation holds for maximally fair layer allocations. Unlike lexicographic optimality, maximal fairness does not provide any guarantee of the maximality of the minimum, second minimum, etc. in the overall feasible set. There is, however, a guarantee for a certain pairwise ordering between the minimum components of a maximally fair allocation and any other layer allocation. We explain this in the next paragraph (property 2)). Lemma 4 further demonstrates the difference between lexicographic optimality and maxmimal fairness. Fig. 2 can be used to illustrate the difference between the three notions. Summarizing the observations made before, this network does not have a maxmin fair layer allocation, has two maximally fair layer allocations, ð1; 0; 3; 3Þ and ð0; 1; 2; 4Þ, and one lexicographically optimal allocation, ð1; 0; 3; 3Þ.
We argue that maximal fairness is a good notion of fairness. Maximal fairness has many intuitively appealing properties. Some of these properties hold for any arbitrary feasible set, whereas some others are particular to the resource allocation problem we are studying. We present the general properties in this section and thereby show that maximal fairness is a good notion of fairness.
1.
A maximally fair vector is pareto optimal by definition. Thus, bandwidth of an end-user can be increased only by decreasing that of another end-user. 2. Consider two layer allocations,Ã A andB B, whereÃ A is maximally fair. Ignore the end users who have equal number of layers under both. Let be the set of end users who have the minimum number of layers among the rest of the end-users underB B. Then, the number of layers allocated to one of the end users in , say s, byÃ A is greater than that allocated byB B. This follows from the necessary and sufficient condition in Proposition 1 and the fact thatB B is not fairer thañ A A. We refer to this property as the min-order property. The min-order property guarantees that, between a maximally fair layer allocation and any other layer allocation (which may or may not be maximally fair), there exists a certain ordering for the number of layers allocated to an end-user who has the least bandwidth. 3. As Lemma 4 shows, a lexicographically optimal layer allocation belongs to the set of maximally fair layer allocations. 4. From Lemma 3, any algorithm for computation of a maximally fair layer allocation will yield a maxmin fair layer allocation, if one exists. This is interesting, in view of the observation that, even if a maxmin fair rate allocation exists in a discrete feasible set, it may be different from the maxmin fair rate allocation in the continuous feasible set, i.e., the feasible set defined by the capacity and the minimum rate constraints only. Refer to Fig. 3 for an example. This difference is because of the difference in the feasible set of rate vectors in the two cases. The feasible set of rate vectors for discrete bandwidth layers is a proper subset of the corresponding continuous feasible set. Hence, the maxmin fair rate vectors are different in some cases, even when the maxmin fair rate vector exists for discrete bandwidth layers. This means that an algorithm for computation of maxmin fair rates in the continuous feasible set may not compute the maxmin fair rate vector for the discrete bandwidth case, even when the latter exists. Thus, we have a strong incentive to compute the maximally fair rate allocation. We will present several other appealing fairness properties of a maximally fair vector that hold specifically for the layer allocation case.
We now summarize the differences in the fairness issues for continuous and discrete feasible sets as discussed in this section. Among the three notions of fairness presented in this paper, maxmin fairness is the strongest for both cases. If a maxmin fair vector exists, then it is lexicographically optimal and maximally fair. While the existence of a maxmin fair vector is guaranteed in a continuous feasible set, the same cannot be said of discrete feasible sets. In addition, the computation of a lexicographically optimum vector is NP-hard in a discrete feasible set, while this is computable with polynomial complexity in a continuous feasible set [15] . This motivates investigation of a weaker notion of fairness, maximal fairness, which has several intuitively appealing fairness properties. We explore the fairness issues further in the context of the layer allocation problem in the next section.
FAIR ALLOCATION OF DISCRETE BANDWIDTH LAYERS
We have studied fairness properties which apply to any discrete feasible set in the previous section. These fairness properties apply to the layer allocation problem as well. In this section, we study the fairness problem specifically for the layer allocation case. We present fairness properties specific to this resource allocation scenario in the first subsection. We show that the computation of a lexicographically optimal layer allocation is NP-hard. Next, we present an intuitively appealing fairness property of a maximally fair layer allocation. In the next subsection, we present a polynomial complexity algorithm for computing the maximally fair layer allocation.
Resource Allocation Specific Fairness Properties
Theorem 1 (NP-hardness). Computation of the lexicographically optimal layer allocation vector is NP-hard.
Next, we present an intuitively appealing property of maximally fair allocation, which holds in the layer allocation problem we are studying. We first introduce the concept of pseudobottleneck links. This is analogous to the concept of bottleneck links for a continuous feasible set [15] .
Definition 7 (Pseudobottleneck Link). A link l is said to be
pseudobottlenecked with respect to a virtual session k traversing l, for layer allocation vector and corresponding rate allocationr r if the following conditions hold:
If j > ðjÞl , where il ¼ max j2mði;lÞ j , then j k þ 1 (equivalently, if r j > ðjÞl , then r j r k þ b).
We now explain the different conditions. Condition 1 states that the capacity of link l is almost fully utilized, i.e., the difference between the capacity of the link and the sum of the rates allocated to the sessions traveling across the link must be less than the layer bandwidth b. Let virtual session k belong to session i. Condition 2 states that k has the maximum number of layers among all virtual sessions of session i traversing link l. Condition 3 states the following: Let the number of layers assigned to any other virtual session j traversing through link l be higher than that of a virtual session k by two or more layers. Let j belong to session p. Then, j's number of layers is less than or equal to the minimum number of layers required by session p in link l. Thus, if there is no minimum layer requirement, then the number of layers assigned to any other virtual session j traversing through link l would not exceed that of k by more than one. Minimum layer constraints are 4; 2; 0 for virtual sessions 1, 2, and 3, respectively. There are no maximum rate constraints. Consider the layer allocation ð4; 2; 3Þ. Link e 1 is pseudobottlenecked w.r.t. virtual sessions 1; 3 and link e 3 is pseudobottlenecked w.r.t. virtual session 2. Now, consider the layer allocation vector ð4; 4; 1Þ. Virtual session 3 does not have a pseudobottleneck link. This is because it traverses through links e 1 , e 3 , and e 6 . Virtual session 2 traversing through link e 3 has three more layers than virtual session 3 and does not have a minimum number of layers requirement. This violates pseudobottleneck condition 3. Total bandwidth consumed by the sessions traversing through link e 1 is 5 units, but e 1 's capacity is 7 units, which is 2 units more than the capacity utilized and b ¼ 1. Similarly, link e 6 's utilized capacity is 1 unit, but its actual capacity is 6 units. This violates the pseudobottleneck condition 1. Link e 2 (e 3 ) is, however, pseudobottlenecked w.r.t. virtual session 1 (2).
Lemma 5 (pseudobottleneck lemma).
A feasible layer allocation vector is maximally fair iff every virtual session has a pseudobottleneck link.
The pseudobottleneck lemma serves as a test for maximal fairness of a feasible layer allocation vector. There exists a similar result for maxmin fairness in a continuous feasible set which says that a rate allocation is maxmin fair if and only if every virtual session has a bottleneck link [15] . The definitions of bottleneck links are similar in both cases. The pseudobottleneck lemma strengthens our contention that maximal fairness is a good notion of fairness. Note that, Fig. 3 . This figure shows that the maxmin fair rate allocation in a discrete feasible set may be different from that in the corresponding continuous feasible set (continuous feasible set obtained by removing the constraint that the layer allocations must be integers), even if the discrete feasible set contains a maxmin fair allocation. The maxmin fair rate allocation is ð1:9; 1:9; 2:2; 5:8Þ, assuming that the feasible set is continuous. Let every layer consume 1 unit of bandwidth. Now, ð1; 1; 4; 4Þ is the maxmin fair allocation in the discrete set. This figure also furnishes an example illustrating that it is not possible to obtain a maximally fair allocation in the discrete feasible set by rounding up the components of the maxmin fair allocation in the corresponding continuous feasible set. The intuitive layer allocation algorithm suggested in Section 4.2 would either yield a layer allocation vector ð1; 1; 3; 5Þ or ð1; 1; 2; 6Þ depending on the order in which the sessions are chosen for allocation of additional layers. But, ð1; 1; 4; 4Þ is the maxmin fair allocation and, hence, maximally fair as well. It is also fairer than both ð1; 1; 3; 5Þ and ð1; 1; 2; 6Þ, neither of which is thus maximally fair. Also, the maximally fair layer allocation for component 3 is greater than dr by this lemma, if a layer allocation vector is maximally fair, then the number of layers allocated to a virtual session s can be increased only by decreasing the number of layers of one or more virtual sessions that have at most one layer more than s. From the definition of a pseudobottleneck link, if there is no requirement related to the minimum number of layers for any virtual session, then the number of layers, s , of any virtual session s will be at least d Cl jnðlÞjb À 1e for some link l in its path. Thus, every virtual session is guaranteed a bandwidth close to the fair share of the capacity for at least one link on its path. In the presence of minimum rate requirements, s must be at least C l À P i2ðlÞ il jnðlÞ n ðlÞjb À 1 layers, for some link l on its path, where ðlÞ & nðlÞ is the set of sessions traversing link l with minimum session rate in link l exceeding the rate of virtual session s by more than b. Intuitively, this means that virtual session s receives an almost fair share of the residual link l bandwidth, after distributing the minimum rates to other sessions. We now deduce the expressions presented here. Let l be the pseudobottleneck link of virtual session s. ðpseudobottleneck conditions 2 and 3Þ:
In the absence of minimum layer requirement, il ¼ 0 for each session i and link l and ðlÞ ¼ from condition 3 in the definition for the bottleneck link. The expression in this case follows by making these substitutions.
We present a polynomial complexity algorithm for computing a maximally fair layer allocation in the next subsection. The corresponding rate allocation is also maximally fair.
Algorithm for Computation of Maximally Fair Layer Allocation
We first describe the challenges associated with designing an algorithm that would generate a maximally fair allocation of layers. Recall that the fairness complications described in Section 3 arise on account of the discrete nature of the feasible set. A maxmin fair allocation exists and can be computed in polynomial complexity under the same capacity and the minimum rate constraints, if the discreteness restriction is relaxed [15] . It is thus natural to ponder whether there exists a simple procedure to compute the maximally fair allocation from such a maxmin fair allocation. Interestingly, the answer is negative. Let r c s be the maxmin fair bandwidth allocated to virtual session s in the corresponding continuous feasible set. Consider the following intuitively appealing approach: Initially allocate b r c i b c layers to virtual session i, 8i. Now, try to add a layer to virtual session 1; . . . ; M, in some predetermined order, e.g., increasing order of the layers allocated, without decreasing the number of layers allocated to any virtual session at any time. Repeat this process as long as the number of layers allocated to a virtual session can be increased without decreasing the layers allocated to some other virtual session. A counterexample provided in Fig. 3 demonstrates that this algorithm need not yield a maximally fair layer allocation. In fact, examples in Fig. 3 show that there may exist virtual sessions i; j such that i < b 2, i 2 f1; . . . ; 4g, 5, i 2 f5; 6g, 0, otherwise. Virtual sessions 7; . . . ; 10 are allocated the minimum number of layers. We can increment the layers of either virtual sessions 7; 8 or 7; 10, or 8; 9, or 9; 10, but not those of any bigger combination among 7; . . . ; 10 because of feasibility. Let us select virtual sessions 9; 10 arbitrarily. Now, ð3; 2; 2; 2; 5; 5; 0; 0; 1; 1Þ or ð2; 2; 2; 3; 5; 5; 0; 0; 1; 1Þ are the possible output layer allocations depending on whether we select virtual session 1 or 4 for further incrementation at the next stage. Neither is maximally fair. A layer allocation ð3; 3; 2; 2; 4; 5; 0; 0; 1; 1Þ is feasible and fairer than ð3; 2; 2; 2; 5; 5; 0; 0; 1; 1Þ. A layer allocation ð2; 2; 3; 3; 5; 4; 0; 0; 1; 1Þ is feasible and fairer than ð2; 2; 2; 3; 5; 5; 0; 0; 1; 1Þ. Thus, incrementation in increasing order of layer allocation may lead to layer allocations that are not maximally fair.
networks. Fig. 4 shows that trying to increment the number of layers of virtual sessions in increasing order of layers allocated may not always lead to a maximally fair layer allocation. It is not easy to know beforehand the right order. Trying all possible combinations of orders will yield an algorithm with exponential complexity in the worst case. Using a different approach, we have developed a polynomial complexity algorithm for computing a maximally fair layer allocation.
Definition 8 (Saturation)
. Consider a virtual session s which belongs to session i. Virtual session s is saturated under a rate vector if it traverses a link in which the session link rate of session i is equal to the rate of the virtual session and if the difference between the bandwidth consumed in the link and the capacity of the link is less than b units. A session is saturated on a link l if all the virtual sessions of the session traveling through the link l are saturated.
We summarize other notations used in the algorithm in symbol Table 2 . We now briefly describe our approach in designing a fair bandwidth allocation algorithm. The algorithm computes the fair bandwidth in an iterative manner. In each iteration k, every link l computes a fair share il ðkÞ for each session i traversing the link l. This fair share, denoted as session link parameter, is computed with a view to equalizing the bandwidth of different sessions in the link as far as possible, without decreasing the bandwidth allocations from the previous iterations. Bandwidth allocation for a receiver is determined by the minimum value of the fair shares in its path. Bandwidth in a link may not be fully utilized because of the congestion experienced by sessions in other links. The fair shares are recomputed in the next iteration so as to redistribute this additional bandwidth. Bandwidth allotted to a receiver is thereby progressively improved in the iterations, until it saturates. Once a virtual session saturates, its bandwidth is not changed any further in the computation. The algorithm terminates when every virtual session is saturated. The layer allocations are obtained by dividing the bandwidth allocation by b. Lemma 7 shows that every saturated virtual session has a pseudobottleneck link. The operation of the algorithm also ensures that the layer allocations satisfy the feasibility constraints at each step. Thus, from the pseudobottleneck lemma (Lemma 5), the algorithm generates a maximally fair layer allocation. The algorithm follows. 
3. For every link l in the network, compute the link control parameter: If U l ðk À 1Þ 6 ¼ , then 12. For every link l, compute the set of unsaturated sessions passing through the link l at the end of the kth iteration:
U l ðkÞ ¼ fn : n 2 f1; . . . ; Ng; mðn; lÞ \ SðkÞ 6 ¼ g:
For every link l, for which U l ðkÞ 6 ¼ , compute the bandwidth consumed by the saturated sessions passing through link l, F l ðkÞ ¼ P i2nðlÞnUlðkÞ il ðkÞ. 14. Go to Step 2. We explain the algorithm here.
(Step 1):
The rates of the virtual sessions are initialized to the respective minimum rates. All sessions and virtual sessions are unsaturated.
(Step 3):
The algorithm computes the session link parameters. The session link parameter for session i in the kth iteration is the maximum of the session link bandwidth allocated in the k À 1th iteration to session i in link l and the link control parameter, l ðkÞ. The significance of the link control parameter is the following: Assume that a session i traversing link l has no bandwidth constraint in other links, no minimum rate requirements and can receive any continuous bandwidth. Then, the bandwidth allocated to i in the kth iteration is the link control parameter, l ðkÞ. As we discuss in subsequent steps, in the presence of the abovementioned constraints, the bandwidth allocated to a session in a link is a function of the link control parameter. Now, we discuss the computation of the link control parameter. If all sessions are saturated in the link, then the link control parameter is the same as that in the previous iteration. Otherwise, the link control parameter is computed via (1) which we explain using a waterfilling analogy. The residual bandwidth in link l in iteration k is the difference between the link capacity and the sum of the session link bandwidth allocated to all sessions in iteration k À 1. If the additional bandwidth were to behave like a fluid and allowed to flow among the unsaturated sessions, it would flow so as to equalize the bandwidth level among these sessions. Thus, bandwidth would first flow into the unsaturated session with the lowest amount of bandwidth and then into the unsaturated sessions with the lowest and the second lowest amount of bandwidth and so on. The link control parameter is the amount of bandwidth of the sessions that have received this additional bandwidth; note that all these sessions have an equal amount of bandwidth at the end of the water-filling process.
(Step 4):
The algorithm computes the minimum of the session link parameters in the path of each virtual session. A virtual session is assigned a rate equal to the greatest multiple of b not exceeding this minimum. The resulting bandwidth allocation is! !ðkÞ.
(Steps 5 and 6): The algorithm determines which virtual sessions become saturated under the new bandwidth allocation! !ðkÞ.
( Step 7): If! !ðkÞ saturates at least one virtual session that was not saturated earlier, then this allocation is not changed any further in this iteration,r rðkÞ ¼! !ðkÞ.
(Step 8):
If no virtual session is saturated, (ÃðkÞ ¼ ), then the algorithm tries to find a virtual session s that satisfies the properties mentioned in Step 8. At least one such virtual session exists in this case (Lemma 11). The rate of such a virtual session is incremented by b. This is done because, otherwise, the same session link parameters will be computed in the next iteration and the algorithm will continue indefinitely.
(Steps 9-14): The algorithm updates states under the new allocation,r rðkÞ The states include the session link rate (Step 9), the set of unsaturated virtual sessions (Step 10), the set of unsaturated sessions (Step 12), and the bandwidth consumed by the saturated sessions (Step 13). These states are used in the computation of the link control parameters in Step 3 at the beginning of the next iteration. The algorithm terminates if all virtual sessions are saturated (Step 11).
The algorithm generates a maximally fair layer allocation vector (Theorem 2) in a finite number of iterations (Theorem 3).
An example illustrating the operation of the algorithm follows. We explain the computation of e1 ð1Þ and e3 ð1Þ. The bandwidth allocated to sessions 1 and 2 in iteration 0 in link e 1 are their minimum session link rates, i.e., 4 and 0, respectively. Thus, the residual bandwidth is C e 1 À 4, which is 3 units. Using the water-filling argument, the entire residual bandwidth of 3 units is added to session 2 which has lower bandwidth all through the water-filling process. The link control parameter is the bandwidth of session 2 at the end of the process, which is 3 units. Now consider link e 3 . The bandwidth allocated to sessions 1 and 2 in iteration 0 are 2 and 0, respectively. The additional bandwidth is 3 units. First, this bandwidth is added to session 2 until its bandwidth equals that of session 1, which is 2 units. One additional unit of bandwidth is still available which is split equally between sessions 1 and 2 by the water-filling process. We prove Theorem 2 using the following lemmas.
Lemma 6. The rate allocationr rðkÞ at the end of the kth iteration is feasible, k ! 0.
Lemma 7. If a virtual session s is saturated with respect to allocationr rðkÞ; , then it has a pseudobottleneck link.
Proof of Theorem 2. The algorithm terminates only when all the virtual sessions saturate. Thus, the maximal fairness of the final rate and layer allocation vectors follow from Lemmas 6, 7, and the pseudobottleneck lemma (Lemma 5). The last part of the theorem follows from Lemma 3. t u
At the end of every iteration, either the rate of at least one virtual session increases by b units or the number of unsaturated virtual sessions decreases by at least one (proof of Theorem 3 in the Appendix (which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://computer.org/ tc/archives.htm)). Neither of these two can continue indefinitely. Hence, the algorithm terminates in a finite number of iterations. Theorem 3 establishes a stronger result, that the algorithm terminates in a polynomial number of iterations.
Theorem 3 (Finite-Termination Theorem). The algorithm terminates in at most M þ jLjM number of iterations, where L is the set of links and M is the number of virtual sessions.
Every step of this algorithm has a complexity of OðjLjMÞ. The algorithm must terminate in M þ jLjM iterations. Thus, the overall complexity of this algorithm is OðjLj 2 M 2 Þ. Note that the number of iterations does not depend on the value of the layer bandwidth b, even though the bandwidths of the virtual sessions may increase by b at every step. It can be shown that this happens in at most jLjM iterations (Lemma 12). In the remaining iterations, at least one new virtual session saturates. Since there are M virtual session, the algorithm terminates in at most M þ jLjM iterations.
Finally, we point out a few salient features of the algorithm. Appropriate selection of an unsaturated virtual session s whose rate will be increased is crucial for attaining maximal fairness. We present an example that shows that, if ÃðkÞ ¼ and the rate of a virtual session s is incremented by b units without satisfying the requirements of Step 8, then the output layer allocation may not be maximally fair.
Consider the network topology in Fig. 2 with different link capacities. The capacities of links e 1 ; e 2 ; e 3 are 1; 4; 6:2, respectively. Every layer consumes unit bandwidth. There is no minimum and maximum layer requirement. Note that e 1 ð1Þ ¼ 0:5, e 2 ð1Þ ¼ 2, and e 3 ð1Þ ¼ 3:1. Now, ! 1 ð1Þ ¼ ! 2 ð1Þ ¼ 0, ! 3 ð1Þ ¼ 2, and ! 4 ð1Þ ¼ 3. Observe that the difference between bandwidth consumed and capacity is at least 1 unit for every link. Thus, Ãð1Þ ¼ . For sessions 1, 2, 4, ! j ð1Þ < min l2Lj l ð1Þ. Only sessions 1 and 2 satisfy the other criterion for incrementation though. If, however, we increment by 1 the rate of session 4 instead of either session 1 or 2, we obtain a rate vector r rð1Þ ¼ ð0; 0; 2; 4Þ. Sessions 3 and 4 are both saturated now. So, Sð1Þ ¼ f1; 2g. In iteration 2, e 1 ð2Þ ¼ 0:5, e 2 ð2Þ ¼ 2. Note that ! s ð2Þ ¼ 0, s 2 f1; 2g. The difference between the bandwidth consumed and capacity is again at least 1 unit for both links e 1 and e 2 : Thus, Ãð2Þ ¼ . Both sessions 1 and 2 satisfy the criteria for incrementation. Incrementing the rate of session 1 (selected arbitrarily among sessions 1; 2) by 1 unit saturates sessions 1 and 2 and the algorithm terminates with rate allocation ð1; 0; 2; 4Þ: The layer allocation vector is ð1; 0; 2; 4Þ as well. Now, ð1; 0; 3; 3Þ is a feasible layer allocation vector and is fairer than ð1; 0; 2; 4Þ: Thus, the output of the algorithm ð1; 0; 2; 4Þ is not a maximally fair layer allocation vector. This is because of the selection of session 4 as a candidate for rate incrementation in iteration 1, despite the fact that b e3 ð1Þc ¼ min l2L4 b e3 ð1Þc and 3e 3 ð1Þ ¼ ! 3 ð1Þ < b e 3 ð1Þc ¼ 3.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study in fairness in a discrete feasible set. The situation arises when bandwidth can be allocated in discrete chunks only. Fairness in a discrete feasible set is vastly different from that in a continuous feasible set and has not been explored before, for both multicasting, as well as unicasting. Maxmin fair rate allocation may not exist in the discrete feasible set. Lexicographically optimal allocation can be considered as a discrete version of maxmin fairness. We have shown that the computation of lexicographically optimal layer allocation is NP-hard in the discrete case. We then introduced the notion of maximally fair rate allocation and showed that a maximally fair layer allocation has many nice properties with respect to fairness. Summarizing, the appealing properties are 1) pareto optimality, 2) min-order property, and 3) pseudobottleneck property. Furthermore, maximal fairness and maxmin fairness lead to the same allocation, when a maxmin fair layer allocation exists, and a lexicographically optimal allocation is maximally fair. We have presented a polynomial complexity algorithm for computing a maximally fair rate allocation. We present some interesting topics for future research.
Developing computationally simple approximation algorithms for allocation of rates close to a lexicographically optimal layer allocation w.r.t. some useful metric is an interesting area for future research. It is not even known whether such algorithms can exist. Good heuristics for this purpose may also be useful.
We have so far assumed that every layer of every source consumes the same bandwidth, i.e., b units. This assumption has been made elsewhere, as well, e.g., while simulating the RLM internet protocol, McCanne et al. [10] assume that every layer consumes 32 kb/s bandwidth. This assumption, however, does not hold in all coding schemes and fairness in these scenarios becomes more technical. This is beyond the scope of the current paper. We have considered this more general case in [14] . The algorithm presented there is, however, technical and fairly complicated. The algorithm we present here is simpler to implement and gives the essential intuition, even though it addresses a special case of [14] . Also, this algorithm has a complexity of OðL 2 M 2 Þ; , but the more general algorithm has a complexity of OðL 2 M 3 Þ. Our algorithm is amenable to distributed implementation. The criteria for determination of the rate of a virtual session mainly uses information along the path of the virtual session. The algorithm uses global information only when it ensures that the rate of at most one virtual session, s, r s ðkÞ is increased as r s ðkÞ ¼ ! s ðkÞ þ b. This feature of the algorithm is not crucial to the proof of maximal fairness of the output and is a matter of convenience. The rates of multiple virtual sessions can be increased, subject to feasibility and as long as the virtual sessions satisfy the criteria of Step 8 and the algorithm will still provide a maximally fair layer allocation. The challenge will be to design a distributed rate incrementation procedure that maintains feasibility. This is a topic of future research.
